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Norm Francis and Keith Wales, the co-founders of Basic Software Group (BSG), the company
which brought the world ACCPAC, an accounting software package which was purchased

by Computer Associates , had just served their ‘7-year term’ at CA  and where preparing to
disrupt a new market.  

 
Working out of an industrial garage in Vancouver, the 12 enterprising individuals recognized
that Pivotal’s unique "360-degree" customer relationship management (CRM) software had a

narrow window in which to establish mind share and exit before bigger players entered the
market. 

 
Trying to increase its market position from pint-sized entity into a large leading company,
Pivotal realized it needed the sales intelligence of a well-connected Chief Revenue Officer to

 drive revenue. 
 
The CRO also needed to manage  external relationships to solidify and enhance  credibility and

visibility with customers,  the financial community,  and media, ahead of a planned IPO. 

CHALLENGE

CASE STUDY
Pivotal Software was founded by Norm Francis and Keith Wales in 1994.
Francis and Wales were a co-founders of Basic Software Group (BSG) the

company that developed ACCPAC, an accounting software package
which was purchased by Computer Associates in 1985. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ACCPAC
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer_Associates
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_relationship_management
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Our strategy centered on finding every sales executive in North America who had, in the
previous two years,  helped build and exit a software startup which sold enterprise size deals to

Fortune 2000 companies in the United  States.  It was critical they had experience building a
sales team while also carrying a personal quota and where a no-excuses metrics driven

leader.     
 
At that time, Pivotal’s CRM included software tools for sales force automation (SFA), marketing

automation and lead management, and customer service automation, as well as partner
management, mobile CRM, analytics and call scripting. 

 
Because of its disruptive potential we packaged the role as a career maker. One which would
drive international attention to the successful candidate allowing them to have their choice of

roles at companies that would come courting post-IPO.

STRATEGY

RESULTS
The Chief Revenue Officer would become employee number 13.  Pivotal went public on the
NASDEQ exchange in 1999 and in fiscal year 2000, the customer base grew to over 1,000

enterprises spanning: healthcare, finance, technology, manufacturing, and services. 
 

When Microsoft's Bill Gates took the stage to announce the launch of Microsoft Windows 2000
he took time to demonstrate and promote Pivotal eRelationship, as the first eBusiness
relationship management (eBRM) software to be certified for Windows 2000.

 
Pivotal Corporation was acquired by CDC Corporation, in February 2004.
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sales_force_automation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marketing_automation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lead_management
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Customer_service
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CLIENT INFO

Name: Pivotal Software

Industry: Technology

Role: Chief Revenue Officer

STATS AT A
GLANCE

 NEEDS ANALYSIS

CAMPAIGN PREPARATION
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TALENT ATTRACTION

TALENT ASSESSMENT

DEAL MAKING

ON-BOARDING

SUCCESS

SEARCH INFO

Candidates Contacted: 370

Screening Interviews: 80

Search Committee Interviews: 2

Candidates Presented: 1

 

Time to 1st Interview: 12 days

Time to Offer:  43 days 
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